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Abstract 
Carlitz et al. (1976) were the first to consider statistics on pairs of permutations. Their 
primary achievement was to count permutation pairs (unrestricted) by common rises. We 
extend their work by giving recurrence relationships for permutation pairs (unrestricted and 
restricted) by common rises, inversion number of each, and a new statistic we call the common 
rise index. The generating functions that arise are expressed in terms of relatives of Jackson’s 
basic Bessel functions. We also indicate how our results for permutation pairs extend to k-tuples 
of permutations. 
1. Introduction 
Perhaps the first combinatorial context for a ‘Bessel’ function of the form 
was discovered by Carlitz et al. [4]. From a more general result, they deduced that the 
coefficient A, appearing in 
1 
c 
A,Z” -= - 
Go(z) n~O n!n! 
is equal to the number of pairs of permutations having up ‘common rises’. To be 
precise, let S, denote the symmetric group on { 1,2, . . . , n>. The rise set and the number 
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of rises of a permutation r~ = a(l)o(2) ..a a(n) E S, are, respectively, defined by 
R(o) = {i: 1 < i < n - 1, a(i) < a(i + l)} and r(c) = IR(o)j, 
where IAl denotes the cardinality of set A. For instance, if 0 = 4326715 E ST, then 
R(a) = { 3,4,6} and r(cr) = 3. 
For a pair of permutations (aI, 02) in the Cartesian product Si = S, x S,, the 
common rise set and the number of common rises are defined as 
RR(ol,02) = R(aI) n R(o,) and rr(01,02) = IRR(aI,a2)I. 
The main theorem of Carlitz et al. enumerates pairs of permutations by common rises. 
Theorem 1 (Carlitz et al. [4]). The generatingfunction of Bessel typefor the sequence 
of polynomials 
c 
-4ft)z” l-t -= 
n,O n!n! G,,(z(l - t)) - r 
Stanley [13] generalized Theorem 1 by q-counting k-tuples of permutations by 
common rise number. By extending the method of Carlitz et al., we will give 
a (qI,qZ, . . . . qk) refinement of Theorem 1 for unrestricted and restricted k-tuples of 
permutations. For simplicity, our primary focus will be on permutation pairs. 
There are four ( ql, q&analogues of the functions {G,}, .,, that arise. To state them, 
we first recall that the q-analogue and q-factorial of a non-negative integer n are, 
respectively, defined to be the polynomials 
[n] = 1 + q + q2 + .a. + q”-’ and [n]! = [1][2]...[n] 
where, by convention, [0] = 0 and [0] ! = 1. For 0 < k < n, the q-binomial coefJicient 
(also known as the Gaussian polynomial) is defined by 
Cnl! 
= [k]![n - k]! ’ 
The index i will be affixed to indicate a qi-analogue. For instance, the qi-analogue 
Of n is [n]i = 1 + qi + q2 + *a* + 41-l. For each U E {1,2}, we define a (qI,q2)- 
analogue of G, by 
Gt’kq,,qd = c W”~4i”~“1nll,5’; 1 , . 
II20 iaU .n v2. 
Two noteworthy special cases of Gy include the usual q-exponential functions 
G$( -z;q,O) = Cn,oz”/[n]! and G!,r}( -z;q,O) = CnZO q(;)z”/[n]!. 
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Although not of direct significance heFe, relatives of the functions G,U arise in 
a number of other contexts. As demonstrated by Delest and Fedou [S], the coefficient 
of qmzn in the expansion of the quotient 
(1 - q)G\‘)(zq(l - q)-%,q) 
Gb”(zq(1 - q)-‘;q,q) 
is equal to the number of skew Fevers diagrams (also known as parallelogram 
polyominoes) having n columns and area m. In relation to the theory of basic 
hypergeometric series, 
Y 
G%z;wd = $41 090 qv+l;q, - 41 -q)’ 3 
1 
where &I is Heine’s series [lo, p. 31. Also, replacing z”+” in the series 
(1 - q)‘Gt(z(l - q)-‘;q,q) by (~/2)~“+” . gives one of the sequences of q-Bessel or basic 
Bessel functions originally studied by Jackson [12] and further explored by 
Ismail [ll]. 
One additional permutation statistic is needed for the statement of the (ql, q2)- 
analogue of Theorem 1. The inversion number of cr E S, is 
invo= I{(i,j): l<j<n,a(i)>a(j)}I. 
If, for U c {1,2}, we set 
&(r&qz) = 1 t”(“1.U2) n qp)-invai fl ,pvui, (1) 
(a1,azWf, isU i$U 
where ‘i $ u’ means that i is in the complement of U relative to (1,2}. then we have the 
following theorem. 
Theorem 2. The generality function of (q1,q2)-Bessel type for the sequence of poly- 
nomials (X(6 41, q2)}“>0 is 
In Section 2, Theorem 2 will be derived from a more general recurrence relationship 
for the joint distribution on Sf of common rises, inversion numbers, and a statistic we 
call the common rise index. 
The case U = 8 with q1 = q2 of Theorem 2 is due to Stanley [13]. Another 
combinatorial interpretation for Ai’)(O, q, q) was given by Fedou [6] in the context of 
the braid group. 
As detailed in Section 4, A:(& ql, q2) has several other statistical interpretations on 
S,‘. In order to present a sample, we recall that the descent set and the descent number 
of c E S, are, respectively, defined to be 
D(a) = {i: 1 < i < n - 1, o(i) > a(i + l)} and d(a) = ID(a)l. 
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The set D(a) is of course the complement of R(o) relative to { 1,2, . . . , n - l}. Further- 
more, let 
maje= c k, coma= 
keD(a) 
imajo= c k and icoma= 
keD(a- 1) k& 1,(h - k)y 
where c-i denotes the inverse of Q. These statistics are, respectively, referred to as the 
major, imajor, comajor, and the icomajor indices. With the aid of a fundamental 
bijection due to Foata [9], we show in Section 4 the following result. 
Theorem 3. If s1 and s2 are statistics selected from {inv, imaj, icom}, then 
c t”(~‘.u2)q~l(al)qs2(u2) = &ql,q2). 
(al,adES: 
Thus, the nine possible vectors (rr; sl, s2) are identically distributed on S,‘. 
The next theorem gives combinatorial interpretations for analogous (t, ql, q2) 
extensions of the coefficients B “+ 1 appearing in the expansion. 
G,(z) c B,+Iz”+l -= G,(z) _on!(n + l)! ’ 
For u E { 1,2} and n > 1, let 
B:(t, ql, q2) = c t”(b’~b2) !J,$Pinv~l n ,~v~I, (2) 
(01,ad i$Cl 
where the sum is over all pairs (al, a2) E Si satisfying the restriction that or (1) must be 
equal to 1. In Section 3, we prove the following theorem. 
Theorem 4. 7’he generating function of (ql, q2)-Bessel type for the sequence of poly- 
nomials {B:+ 1 (t, ql, q2)},, .O is 
c B:+,(t,ql,q2)z”+1 G:(z(l - O;q1,q2) 
n3O Cnll!Cn + 112! = G:(z(l - t)x(qd;ql,q2) - t’ 
where x(ql) is defined to be q1 if 1 E U and to be 1 otherwise. 
For t = 0, q1 = q2 = q, and U = {2}, a comparable result on the braid group may 
be found in [6]. 
Extension of the preceding results to k-tuples (al, c2, . . . . ok) of permutations is 
postponed until Section 5. We now turn to the proofs of Theorems 2-4. 
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2. Permutation pairs by (rr, win; inv, inv) 
Essentially, our approach in establishing Theorem 2 is to observe that a number of 
additional statistics may be traced the argument of Carlitz et al. [4]. Besides keeping 
track of the inversion number of each permutation in the pair, we will also include 
a new statistic referred to as the common rise index. 
For purposes of perspective, the rise index of a permutation G E S, is defined to be 
rino= C k. 
keR(e) 
Since D(o) and R(a) are complementary relative to { 1,2, . . . . n - l}, it is clear that 
maj (T + rin 0 = (5). In analogy, the common rise index of a permutation pair (aI, CJJ 
is defined as 
rrin(ol, az) = c k. 
keR(al) A Rh) 
We now derive a recurrence relationship for the sequence of polynomials defined by 
q~,U(t,ql,q2) = 1 trr(b~.u2)qr~i~(~~.~2) 
(a1.azkSf, 
JJqiT)-invc n ,yvm, 
i+U 
where U E { 1,2}. Note that , A,U(t, ql, q2) is equal to At(t, ql, q2) as defined in (1). 
Also, 
,A!@, 1,O) = c P)qrin@) 
aes. 
is the nth q-Eulerian polynomial of Carlitz [2,3]. We begin with the case U = 8. Let 
a(n,m) = 14 rrin(a1,al)q~valqj2nYe2, (3) 
a&, m) = C 4 rrin(al,a2)q~a~qiyu2, (4) 
where the first sum is over all (aI, 02) E S,’ having m common rises and the second is 
over all (crl, c2) E Sb having m common rises with CT~ (1) = r and c2( 1) = s. Clearly, 
a(n,m) = i a,,,(n,m) and 4&t,q1,qd = c a(n,m)t”. 
r.s=l ma0 
(5) 
Note that, if g1 = IC(~ and o2 = sa2 where ai = ai(2)oi(3)...ai(n), then inval = 
I - 1 + invcrl, inv (r2 = s - 1 + inv a2, and rrin(ol, n2) = rr(a,, a2) + rrin(al, a2) + 
~(r < al(l), s c a2(l)), where x(S) of a statement S is defined to be 1 if S is true and to 
be 0 otherwise. Thus, 
a,,,(n, m) = qmq\- ‘q$- ’ ia(n - 1, m) - C 2 Ui, j(n - 1, ml 
isrjbs 
+ 1 C Ui,j(n - l,m - 1)). 
iarjks 
(6) 
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For k 2 0, the key iterative device is defined to be 
Note that cl&m) = a(n,m). Also, 
aoh 4 = i a&, 4 
r.s=l 
= 4”(C~l1[~124~ - Lm) - f: CillCjl24,j(n - km) 
i,j=l 
+ i gl Gill CL12ai,j(n - ,m - 1)) 
= qm([n]l[n]za(n - 1,m) - cl,@ - l,m) + crr(n - 1,m - 1)). 
The q-identity [l, p. 371 
(7) 
(8) 
together with (6) and (7) may be used to establish that 
~(n, m) = 4” ([I:::],[~::],u(n-l~-) 
- CQ+~(~ - 1,m) + ak+l(n - 1,m - 1) . 
> 
(9) 
A recurrence relationship for the sequence {,Af(t,ql,qz)}, a 1 may be derived 
from (9). For k 2 0, let 
&&qirq2) = 1 ak(n,m)t”. 
m>O 
Since ao(n, m) = a(n, m), (5) implies that ,Af(t, ql, q2) = ,& o(t, ql, q2). Momentarily 
dropping the parameters q1 and q2, we have from (9) that 
qAn,k(l) = [; 1 ;I,[; 1 ;]2,a0-l(1q) - (  - t4h?d”-l,k+l@4) 
for k 2 0 and n 2 1. As is standard, for n 2 1 set 
(10) 
(t;q)” = (1 - t)(l - tq)(l - tq2)...(1 - tq”_1). 
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By convention (t; q),, = 1. Iteration of (10) yields 
= c 
k=l 
(11) 
where, by definition, 4,4$ = 1. 
For any set U E { 1,2}, a recurrence relationship for { &(t, ql , q2)}n r 1 readily follows 
from (11). For instance, if U = {l}, then begin by observing that 
(12) 
Next, note that if [;I* denotes the result of substituting l/q for q in [;I, then 
(13) 
The previous two equalities together with (11) give 
n c (- l)k-l@%q)k-l 
k=l 
2qA!-k(tqk,q;1,q2) 
= ” (- l)k-l(tq;q)k_l&) c 
k=l 
(14) 
Repeating similar arguments for U = (2) and U = { 1,2} establishes (15) of the following 
theorem. Identity (16) is a trivial consequence of (15). 
Theorem 5. For any U E {1,2}, the sequence (qA,U(t,ql,q2)}n a 1 satisjes the recurrence 
relationships 
&i;(t)= t(- l)k-l(tq;q)k_lnqj” 
k=l idI 
tqA,U(t) = t ( - ljk(t;q)kn & 
k=O id 
q‘#-kbk) 3 
2 
(15) 
(16) 
with initial condition qAt(t,ql,q2) = 1. 
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Theorem 2 follows immediately from (16). By setting q = 1 and recalling that 
&‘(r, ql, qz) = ,A,U@, ql, qd, we se that 
= - l)k(l - t)kn&’ 
ieU 
c (- l)k(l - t)knqj:' 
Zk 
= 
c 
A,U_kZn-k 
kg0 ieU Pl1!Cklz! n,kCn - kll!Cn - klz! 
= G:(4 - f);q,,q,)n~o ml;;;; 
n 2! 
. 
Solving for & r o A~~“/[n]~![n]~! then gives Theorem 2. 
3. Restricted pairs 
Let ,#(t, ql, q2) be the polynomial that results from inserting the term qrri"(a**a2) into 
the sum on the right-hand side of definition (2). In this section, we establish a formula for 
computing &(t, ql, q2) from the polynomials ,A”@, ql, q2), 0 < i < n - 1. As before, we 
begin with the case U = 0. Let a(n, m) and a,,,@, m) be as defined in (3) and (4). Also, set 
@r&m) = 14 rrin(a~.adqifvarqiyu2, 
where the sum is over all pairs (cr1,rr2) E St having m common rises and satisfying the 
condition that al(l) = 1. Note that 
b(n,m) = i al,,(n,m) and ,ti(t, 41,42) = 1 Wh W” . 
s=l ma0 
The first half of (17) and (6) with I = 1 imply that 
(17) 
b(n,m) = q”([n12a(n - l,m) - E [f2ai,j(n - 44 
i,j=l 
+ i [f24,j(n - Lm - 1)). 
i.j=l 
In place of [7], we define 
Identity (18) may then be rewritten as 
b(n,m)= q"([n12a(n - l,m)- /?o(n - Am) + Bo(n - Lm - 1)). 
(18) 
(19) 
(20) 
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Using (6), (8) and (19), it is an elementary exercise to show that 
- Bk+l(n - 44 + Bk+l(n - Lm - 1) . (21) 
The next step is to convert (21) into a formula for gBf(t,q1,q2). For k 2 0, let 
Again omitting the parameters q1 and q2, identities (20) and (21) are seen to be 
equivalent to 
,@K0 = C&‘4-1@~) - @4;4hg%- LO(Q) 
and 
q%.k(t) = k 1 ;llr g; 1]2ga”,@q~ - (t4;4h&%-l,k+l(tq)~ 
Where ,A!_ I is as in Section 2. For n 2 1, iteration gives 
,&(r) = C~l*,4-&?) - w?h,%-1,o@q) 
= Cnl2,4-1@4) - @4;4)1 [“T x4 g4L2@q2) + (w?)2q%-2,1@q2) 
n-l 
= c 
k=O 
(- l)k@%dkr; ‘]l[k 4 l]2g&k-l@~k+1). (22) 
A formula for gBf+ 1 (t,ql, q2) is easily de?++ from (22). We only present the case 
U = (1). First, note that gB!g1(t,q1,q2) = q1 2 ,B~+,(t,q;‘,q2) and that (13) implies 
that 
4 
(“+ 1 2 ) 
Combining these facts with (22) and (12) gives 
gB!%(t,ql& 
n c 
k=O 
(- l)k(t&q~k~];~; :]2g~~-k(c~+1,4;1,q2) 
n 
= 
c ( - l)k(tq;dkqf’l’ 
k=O 
EllE 1 ~~q~-*‘,a!fr,(tb+‘,q~,q2). 
The general result is stated in the next theorem. 
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Theorem 6. For any U c { 1,2}, the sequence {qBi+ 1 (t, ql, q2)}a 2 ,, satisfies the identity 
&+1(t) = 2 (- l)k(tq;q)k,-,qF;” n 
k=O 
ieu I [k]l[; 1 :]2~-k(ql),ay_,(t$+'), 
where x(ql) is as dejined in Theorem 4. 
Theorem 4 is an easy consequence of Theorems 2 and 6. Noting that 
B!!+ I k 41, qd = I@/+ I k 41, qd, it follows that 
c B:+lz”+’ n,oC~ll!Cn + 112! 
= c ( _ l)k(l _ t)kflqjk:l) ck, ,;; 1,2! c A,“-k(x(ql)z)“-k 
k20 ieU 1. nakCn-kll!Cn-k12! 
= Gi’W - t);ql,q2) l-t 
l-t G:W - t)xh);ql, qd - t 
Gi’W - t);ql,q2) 
= G,UW - Mqd;ql,q2) - t ’ 
4. Equivalent distribution 
By making use of a few standard bijections on S,, it is not difficult to demonstrate that 
the coefficients {qA:}n a o and {4B!f+ 1},, B o of Theorems 5 and 6 have many interpreta- 
tions in terms of permutation statistics. For convenience, the discussion here will be 
limited to the case when U = 0. 
Let us first consider the implications of the complementary map c: S, + S, which, for 
0 E S,, is defined by 
CO = (n + 1 - a(l))(n + 1 - a(2))...(n + 1 - a(n)). 
For instance, if cr = 362154 E S,, then CC = 415623. It is clear from the definitions of the 
descent set, rise set, and inversion number that 
R(a) = D(W) and 
n 0 2 - inv (T = inv cd. 
For permutation pairs, c has a number of interesting consequences. For (ol, a2) E Sl, 
let 
dr(a,, 02) = ID(al) n R(a,)I and drin(a,, n2) = c k, 
where the sum is over k E D(al) n R(o,). Similarly, define rd(al, 02), dd(al, c2), and 
ddin(al , ~7~). Applying c to the first component of a pair (cl, 02) produces a pair (O,, 0,) 
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where 8i = crri and t& = g2. Furthermore, R(o,) n R(a,) = o(0,) n R(8,), invo, = 
(2) - inv 8i, and inv tr2 = inv e2. Thus 
= 1 4 4r 42 tdr(el,e2) drin(tJ1,e~) (“) - inv 01 inv 82 
(elleZks;f 
implies that the vertices (rr, rrin; inv, inv) and (dr,drin;(;) - inv,inv) have the same 
distribution on S,“. Similarly applying c to the second component or to both components 
leads to the following conclusion. 
Theorem 7. If(cl, c2; sl, s2) is (rr, rrin; inu, inu), (dr, drin; (9) - inu, inu), (rd, rdin, inu, (2) - inu) 
or (dd, ddin; (1) - inu, (g) - inu), then 
Thus, the four possible uectors (c, , c2; sl, s2) are identically distributed on Sf . 
In the situation of Theorem 6 where oi(1) is required to be 1, c may only be applied 
fruitfully to the second component of (cri, cr2). Thus, we have the following theorem. 
Theorem 8. ,Bf + I(t, ql, q2) giues the distribution of either (rr, rrin; inu, inu) or of 
(rd, rdin; inu,(i) - inu) on { (ol, a2) E Si+ 1 : oI (1) = l}. 
Our next two theorems require the careful considerations of the descent and rise sets of 
the inverse of a permutation ~7 E S,. From appropriate definitions, it is easy to deduce the 
following useful characterizations: 
R(o-‘) = {i: 1 G i < n - l,(i + 1) appears to the right of i in o} , 
(23) 
~(a-‘) = {i: 1 < i < n - l,(i + 1) appears to the left of i in rr}. 
For instance, if r~ = 243156 E S,, then R(a- ‘) = {2,4,5} and D(a- ‘) = { 1,3} For con- 
venience, these sets will be, respectively, denoted by IR(cr) and ID(o). We now use 
a bijection of Foata’s to prove a slightly more general fact than is stated in Theorem 3. 
Theorem 9. If s1 and s2 are statistics selected porn { inu, imaj, icom}, then 
Thus, the nine vectors (w, win; sl, s2) are identically distributed on S,‘. 
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Foata [9], constructs a one-to-one correspondencef: S, + S, that satisfies the follow- 
ing properties: For each 0 E S,, 
(a) IR(f+ = IR(c), 
(b) Wfo) = ID64 
(24) 
(c) maj fa = inv 0, 
(d) Iffo = r, then a(n) = r(n). 
Parts (a) and (b) may be paraphrased as saying thatfpreserves both the IR and ID sets of 
a permutation. Part (d) indicates that the last letter a(n) of the permutation c is tixed byf: 
A few more facts are needed in the proof of Theorem 9. Let i denote the inverse map on 
S,, that is, ia = V1. It is not difficult to see that 
(a) inv ia = inv 0, 
(b) maj ia = imaj r~. 
(25) 
A statement similar to (b) holds for corn and icom. We also need the so-called reversal map 
on S, defined by 
ro = a(n)a(n - l)...~(l). 
The bijection r has the following relevant properties: For Q E S,,, 
(a) IR(rcr) = ID(o), 
(b) ID(ra) = IR(o), 
(26) 
(c) inv rc = (1) - inv C, 
(d) comrcr = (1) - maj (T. 
Parts (a) and (b) follow immediately from (23) and (c) is an easy consequence of the 
definition of the inversion number. To see, (d), first note that D(M) = {n - i: i E R(a)}. 
Then, 
comro = c (n - k) = c (n - k) 
keD(ra) ke(n -i: kR(a)} 
=iE,i=G),~~~i=~)-mal~. 
The proof of Theorem 9 goes as follows. First, consider the effect of applying the 
composition map ifi to the first component of (al, a*) E S,“. Let (0,) 0,) E Sl be the result, 
that is, 8r = ifiol and t& = ~7~. Using the facts listed in (24) and (25), we have 
R(B,) = R(ifial) = IR(fial) = IR(iai) = R(o,), 
imajOr = imajifio, = majfio, = invior = invo,. 
Thus, (rr, rrin; inv, inv) and (rr, rrin; imaj, inv) are identically distributed. 
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Let us now consider the composition irfri Suppose that irfri(oI, c2) = (0,) 0,). From 
(24)--(26), we have 
R(8,) = R(irfrio,) = IR(rfrioJ 
= ID(fricl) = ID(ricl) = IR(iaJ = R(o,) 
and 
icom 0, = icom irfiial = corn rfiiol 
n n = 0 2- majfrial = 0 2 - invria, 
= inv ial = inv crl. 
Thus, (IT, rrin; inv, inv) and (rr, rrin; icom, inv) are equidistributed on S,‘. 
As the maps if and irfii may be applied the independently to either the first or second 
component of a permutation pair, the discussion of the preceding two paragraphs implies 
Theorem 9. 
Some care must be taken in dealing with the case when rrl (1) is required to be equal to 
1. The map if in general does not preserve the initial letter of a permutation and therefore 
does not yield anything of interest when applied to the first component of a restricted pair. 
On the other hand, irfti does preserve initial letters, a fact that follows readily from (24d). 
With this one limitation in mind, we have the following theorem. 
Theorem 10. If s1 is a statistic selected from {inqicom} and s2 selected from 
{ inv, imaj, icom}, then 
where the sum is over the set {(ol, az) E S,‘+ 1: al(l) = l} . 
Many more theorems could be considered here. Besides looking at other subsets 
U s { 1,2}, the theorems already presented may be ‘cross-bred’. For instance, combining 
the methods of Theorems 7 and 9 leads to the following result. 
Theorem 11. Ifs, and s2 are statistics selectedffom {inv,imaj,icom}, then 
Thus, the nine possible vectors (dr, drin; (1) - sl, s2) have the same distribution on S,’ as do 
the nine vectors of Theorem 9. 
Writing down the analogous results for the statistics dd and rd would give a total 
of 36 interpretations of ,Af(t, q 1, q2). 
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5. Sequences of permutations 
The arguments of the previous three sections extend to k-tuples of permutations. Let 
U and L be subsets of {1,2,..., k}. For v 2 0, the appropriate generalization of 
Gf(t, ql, q2) is defined by 
where ‘i 4 L’ is used to indicate that i is in the complement of L relative to the set 
(192, ***, k}. In passing, we note for L = 8 and qi = q, 1 < i < k, that 
” Hv,kk 0, L) = c&k-,~, k&l )...) 0,o )...) 0 q ,..., q,qv+l ,..., qv+l ;q, - ‘(’ - dk 
1 
’ 
where .+, denotes the generalizations of Heine’s series as given in [lo, p. 41 and the lower 
row contains (IL1 - 1) copies of q. 
Next, let Si denote the cartesian product of S, with itself k times. We define the number 
of common rises to a k-tuple (ai, 02, . . . , ok) c Sf: to be 
+i,ezr a**, ok) = h R(Oj) . 
I I j=l 
The sequences of polynomials (A:}, a ,, and {B:}, a 1 of Section 1 are, respectively, 
extended as follows: first, set 
‘%,kk u) = c p1.02....mJ fl qIY)-invai fl ,yui. (27) 
(a1,az,....d ieU i$U 
Then, B”pk(t; U, L) is defined to be the polynomial that results by restricting the sum in (27) 
to k-tuples (al, 02, . . . , ok) satisfying the condition that ai = 1 for all i E L. 
As generalizations of Theorem 2 and 4, we have the following theorems. 
Theorem 12. The sequence of polynomials {&k(t; U)}. 3 O is generated by 
c hkk uJz” l-t 
..o[n]l![n]2!...[n]k! =H,,,(z(l -t);U,L)--t 
where L = {1,2 ,..., k}. 
Theorem 13. Suppose that L is a proper subset of { 1,2, . . ., k}. Then, the sequence of 
,po/ynomials {B. + l,k(t; U, L)}, z o is generated by 
c &+l,k(t; u,Ljz”+l Hl,k(z(l - t); u, L) 
PI2 0 nieJ_ [n]i! ni$L [n + l]i! = HO,k(z(I - C) nqi; Up L) - t ’ 
where the product in the argument of HO,k is over all i E U n L. 
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Theorem 12 for U = (?J and qi = q, 1 < i < k, is due to Stanley [13]. The obvious 
extensions of the theorems of Section 4 and of the recurrence relationships of 
Theorems 6 and 7 are omitted. 
6. Concluding remarks 
Based on two inversion formulas that enumerate words by adjacencies, we present in 
[7,8] another approach to enumerating k-tuples of permutations. Therein, we obtain 
extensions of Theorems 12 and 13. 
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